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Description:    

When Ham III, the slacker grandson of NASA's legendary chimpanzee astronaut, is recruited to 

help retrieve a lost space probe, he has a close encounter of the hilarious kind as he teams up with 

the lovely Lieutenant Luna and their by-the-book commander, Titan. The ship crash-lands on a 

strange planet and we wonder if this mismatched chimp crew can work together to save the 

mission without driving each other bananas. Produced by John H. Williams and Barry Sonnenfeld. 

Starring voice talent of Andy Samberg, Cheryl Hines, Stanley Tucci, Jeff Daniels, Jane Lynch, 

Patrick Warburton and Kristin Chenoweth. 

KIDS FIRST!® Adult Juror Comments:  
Engaging film with a great moral message. Some viewers might be offended by some of its humor. It is imaginative in its 
exploration of space and thoughts about other beings in the universe. It's very funny and twists science as well know it, 
leaving us wondering what really is out there and what a chimp's role in science really could be. There are great messages 
about teamwork, friendship and believing in oneself and respecting those who came before us. 

KIDS FIRST!® KID Juror Comments:  
Loved it. "That was hysterical" "Can we watch it again?" "That chimp was really funny when he kept crashing. " "Can you 
say Kilowatt's real name?: "What do you think would happen if we really went through a worm hole?" 
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